Abstract. Affected by weather, geography and other factors, PV output has fluctuations and intermittentness. It is not suitable to supply power to the load independently. It needs to be used together with the energy storage device. At the same time, the power load has a great influence on the energy storage configuration. Therefore, accurate load forecasting has Helps improve the stability and reliability of the power system, saves electricity costs, and facilitates dynamic optimization of optical storage. In this regard, this paper proposes a dynamic optimization strategy for optical storage based on long-term and short-term memory networks. Firstly, the long-short-term memory neural network method is used to predict the power load. Secondly, according to the power difference adjustment and the photovoltaic output result, the daily-time load is divided into four sections, and the different sections respectively correspond to specific control strategies. Finally, according to each, the interval control strategy optimizes the energy storage and discharge power in real time. The method stores excess photovoltaic energy and releases it in the form of electric energy when the user's power grid needs it. This can effectively suppress the power fluctuation of photovoltaic power generation, improve the utilization rate of photovoltaics, and perform peak clipping for the user grid Valley regulation.
Introduction
With the rapid development of the economy, the shortage of resources and the deterioration of the environment are becoming more and more serious. As a clean renewable energy source, solar energy has broad application prospects. However, affected by weather, geography and other factors, photovoltaic output has volatility and intermittent, affecting the grid power quality, which is not conducive to the effective consumption of photovoltaics. At the same time, the power load has a great impact on the energy storage configuration, predicting the load results. And study the optical storage dynamic optimization operation strategy, which can reduce the fluctuation of photovoltaic output, improve the utilization rate of photovoltaic power generation, and adjust the peak and valley of the user grid.
There are two types of traditional models for power load forecasting. The first category is the time series model [1] . The typical models include Box-Jenkins model prediction [2] , ARMA model prediction [3] and so on. The Box-Jenkins model has low prediction accuracy and is difficult to cope with larger data volumes and greater randomness. The ARMA model considers the timing of load data, but has low predictive power for nonlinear relational data. The second category is the machine learning model. Typical models include the bp neural network [4, 5] and the support vector machine [6, 7] . The advantage of the bp neural network is that it is easy to process large amounts of data, nonlinear, but lacks long-term dependence and continuity on the data. Although the support vector machine model is simple and computationally fast, it requires high accuracy for historical data. In order to solve the problem that the above two types of models can not simultaneously consider the time series, nonlinearity and dependence of data, this paper proposes a method to predict the power load by using the deep learning long-and short-term memory neural network model [8] .
The application of energy storage technology can largely solve the randomness and volatility of photovoltaic power generation [9] . In [10] , the paper discusses the functional control requirements of wind power/light/storage microgrid for the functional requirements of power grid clipping and valley filling and improving the utilization rate of renewable energy. Literature [11] analyzed the role of energy storage systems in peaking and valley filling, smoothing intermittent energy power fluctuations, improving voltage quality, and so on. In [12] , the load standard deviation and the electricity tariff are used as the peaking and valley filling evaluation indicators to determine the charging and discharging power of the energy storage battery at various times. Literature [13] analyzed the relationship between the energy stored in the battery and the fluctuation of photovoltaic power generation, and proposed a strategy to optimize the energy storage and discharge of the battery. Literature [14] based on the characteristics of the user's electrical load, adopted a scheduling strategy for charging and discharging the battery energy storage system in a specific period of time. According to the user load situation, the literature [15] performs charging and discharging operations according to the peak demand. In [16] , the energy storage system operation optimization model was built with the minimum variance of the battery, the lowest cost of electricity purchase and the minimum variance of the load curve after peak-cutting.
According to the power difference adjustment and PV output results, the load prediction results are divided into four sections, and the different sections correspond to specific control strategies for optical storage dynamic optimization.
Load Forecasting Based on LSTM

Comparison of Three Kinds of Neural Networks
In the traditional neural network model, from the input layer to the hidden layer to the output layer, the layers are fully connected, and the nodes between each layer are disconnected, that is, independent of each other, without continuity, so for many Timing issues are powerless. For the load forecasting problem, based on the load data of one day, when predicting the data at the latter time, the data of the previous moment is needed, because the data at the time before and after the day is related to each other. This paper uses the LSTM network in the cyclic neural network to solve the above problems.
Compared with the traditional neural network, the current output is related to the previous output. The specific form is that the network memorizes the previous information and applies it to the current output calculation. It not only includes the output of the input layer, but also the output of the hidden layer at the previous moment, that is, the nodes between the hidden layers are connected, so the cyclic neural network has a good prediction effect for each time of the day. However, there are some drawbacks in the recurrent neural network. The time of interconnection is relatively limited. As the prediction start time becomes less and less, the gradient disappears. Long-term and short-term memory networks in the circulatory neural network, because the long-term information is the default behavior, rather than the content of hard learning, this method can solve the long-term dependence problem under repeated operations.
LSTM Network Principle
The reason why the LSTM network built in this paper is relatively strong is because, in addition to the same input layer, output layer and hidden layer as the traditional network, a processor that judges whether the information is useful or not is added to the algorithm and is processed. Three doors are placed in the device, called input gate, forgetting gate and output gate.
The key to LSTM is the state of the cell, which is the "memory of the past" to the "final memory". The LSTM selectively passes information through the "gate" to remove or add information to the cell state. "β" is the sigmoid function. "t" is the tanh function; the sigmoid layer outputs a probability value between 0 and 1, describing how much quantity can pass in each part, 0 means "no amount to pass", 1 means "allow any amount to pass". As shown in Figure. The operation of the LSTM is divided into four steps. The first step is the "forget gate" section of the figure, which determines what information is discarded from the cell state. The output Ot-1 at the previous moment and the input Xt at this moment are used as new inputs. Then the β function judges how much the probability of retaining this part of the information. If the output is 1, it means all reservations. If the output is 0, it means all give up. The expression of f t is  
The second step includes the "new memory" and "input gate" sections in the figure. The β function determines which values to update, and the t function creates a new candidate vector S t . Expression is
The third step is to update the state of the cell, which is the process from the "past memory" to the "final memory" in the picture. The past memory C t-1 Multiply by f t , discard the information we determined to be discarded; plus the product of S t and i t . Expression is
The fourth step is the entire process of the "output gate" to the final output O t . The beta layer determines which part of the cell to output. Then, the t function processes the new cell state C t to obtain a new value. Finally, the new value is multiplied by the beta layer output value to obtain the value O t to be output. Expression is
Optical storage dynamic optimization strategy
Objective Function and Constraints
Mathematically, the variance is used to measure the degree of deviation between a random variable and its mean. The variance can reflect the degree of dispersion of the load curve. The smaller the variance, the better the peak-filling effect of the load after dynamic optimization. In this paper, the variance of the load curve after dynamic optimization is selected as the objective function.
Where: N is the number of mid-day load data points, determined by the predicted load data, Pi is the load at the time i after optimization, and Pav is the average value of the load after the peak-shaping.
The overcharge and overdischarge of the energy storage battery will have a great impact on the battery life and battery performance. Therefore, in the dynamic optimization, the charge and discharge power of the energy storage battery and the influence of the battery SOC should also be considered. 
Power Difference Adjustment
Using the power difference adjustment method, the lower limit power P1 of the load during the discharge of the energy storage system and the upper limit power P2 of the load at the time of charging are determined, and the dynamic optimization method according to the power difference is divided into three cases:
1) The definition of P2 or lower is valley. In order to achieve P2, the energy storage battery is charged.
2) P1 to P2 are neither charged nor discharged.
3) The portion larger than P1 is defined as the peak, and combined with the magnitude of the photovoltaic output power, determines whether the energy storage battery is discharged. Set the upper limit rate P2, photovoltaic power Ps.
Optimization Strategy
According to whether the photovoltaic output is equal, the daily load is divided into daytime and nighttime, and the lower limit power P1 of the load of the energy storage system and the upper limit power P2 of the load during charging are obtained based on the power difference adjustment, and compared with the real-time load data Pt, thereby The daily load is divided into peaks and valleys during the day and peaks and valleys at night.
Strategy 1: Photovoltaic power generation is normal, because the real-time load Pt is greater than P1, so it is at the peak. At this time, the photovoltaic and energy storage batteries work together. Because the PV output power and (Pt-P1) cannot be determined, there are two cases. In the first case, if Ps is greater than (Pt-P1), excess photovoltaic energy is charged to the energy storage battery if the constraint is satisfied; in the second case, if Ps is less than (Pt-P1), it is satisfied. In the case of a constraint, the energy storage battery is discharged. Strategy 2: Because it is daytime, PV is also working normally, and because it is in the trough, in the case of meeting the constraints, the photovoltaic and the grid need to jointly charge the energy storage battery.
Strategy 3: Because it is night, the photovoltaics are not working, and they are at the peak. At this time, only the energy storage battery is needed to discharge the peak.
Strategy 4: Because it is night, the photovoltaics are not working, and are in the trough. This is to satisfy the constraints, only need to charge the energy storage battery to achieve the role of filling the valley.
Conclusion
Based on the load data of a region for three months, a long-term and short-term memory network model was built, with a total of 90% of the total data as the training set, and the remaining 10% was the test set for training.
The built LSTM model consists of two layers of long-term and short-term memory layers and one layer of fully connected layers. The activation function is a linear activation function, the loss function is the mean square error (mse), the optimization algorithm is the rmsprop algorithm, the batch_size (the size of each batch of data) is 512, and the epoch (the number of trainings for all samples in the training set) is 150. The loss rate is 0.2. Build CNN, RNN under the same conditions. The comparison results are shown in Figure. 2.
The maximum charge and discharge power of the battery of the energy storage system is 20 kW, the minimum value of the state of charge is 0.15, and the maximum value of the state of charge is 0.9. As shown in Figure. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the peak-to-valley difference is greatly reduced. It can also be seen that under the condition that the photovoltaic has no output, the load after dynamic optimization fluctuates, and it is basically stable after the photovoltaic output, and the dynamic optimization capability is improved.
